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From left to right, Jeffrey Salmon, Sarah Gelbard (bottom), Kelly Gillelan and Katelyn Lucas comprise Impromptu Playground, an
offshoot of yowLAB, a loose affiliation of about 50 Carleton University architecture grads and other urban planner and artist types,
most in their 20s and 30s.
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Ticket information: 613-241-0999; ottawachildrensfestval.ca

OTTAWA — In a frictionless world, the novel playground set up at the Ottawa International Children’s

Festival would resemble some fantastic and perpetual clockwork. Imagine 150 yoga balls of different

sizes and colours, each tethered by a two-foot rope to a 10-foot-high “reed” made from flexible

plumbing tubing. The balls are positioned so that when you kick one, it rolls in an arc into another, which

then bounces into a third, and so on and so forth. The playground is called Dynamic Maze.

“It’s generous and playful,” says festival director Catherine O’Grady. “And it’s unique. You’re not going

to find 150 balls that you can just run through and bounce on and kick about anywhere else in the city.

“I love that there are no rules, and it’s so unique that kids will actually be inventing the experience for



the very first time.”

O’Grady, who’s been programming the festival since 2001, is confident that children will eagerly jump in

and play. She just hopes that their parents and other adults attending can throw off their what-are-

you-supposed-to-do? reticence and hop in, too.

The irony here is that the group that designed the playground, a quartet that collectively calls itself

Impromptu Playground, was formed in 2011 with the idea of providing urban play areas for adults —

guerrilla-style pop-up “parks” that simply appear one day and, depending on the reaction of various

officials and authorities, disappear almost as quickly.

The group is an offshoot of yowLAB, a loose affiliation of about 50 Carleton University architecture

grads and other urban planner and artist types, most in their 20s and 30s. YowLAB was co-founded by

Jeff Salmon so that architects might easily find colleagues with whom to collaborate on projects or

proposals.

“The idea,” says yowLAB founding member Sarah Gelbard, “is to have a group of people where you

can send an email out saying, ‘Hey, I’m interested in this competition. Anyone else interested?’”

Gelbard and Salmon, along with Kelly Gillelan and Katelyn Lucas, were the ones who raised their hands

when the idea of doing guerrilla installations and urban playgrounds was floated out to the group. Their

first project (conducted at around 8 p.m. one August evening — a downtown Ottawa guerrilla’s version

of the middle of the night) involved installing about a dozen swings in OC Transpo bus shelters and

other spots along the Transitway.

“We’re trying to re-integrate play in the urban environment through architecture and design,” says

Gelbard. “The idea was to interject some fun, playful things in the city, to get people to interact with the

spaces of the city and also not take the city so seriously, to make architecture fun and accessible.”

The group returned the following day to observe the interactions of people who encountered the

swings. Some people sat on them and used them. Some appeared annoyed by their presence. Others

simply ignored them.

Within a week, the guerrilla team moved on to the project’s second phase, for which, using a large tarp

and a spray-chalk of their own design, they made a huge stencil of a hopscotch game and printed it on

downtown sidewalks.

Gelbard says that during that foray, they were approached by an inquisitive security guard, but had

prepared in advance a story about a school art project, and were then left alone.

The group’s third act of artistic intervention took place in late September 2011, in conjunction with an

internationally celebrated event known as Park(ing) Day, during which like-minded activists

commandeer public parking spots and turn them into public parks.

On that day, a Friday, the Impromptu Playground quartet found a parking spot on Clarence Street in the

ByWard Market, outside Wasabe restaurant, and covered it with green indoor/outdoor carpeting, added

benches, picket fencing, yellow chrysanthemums and a hopscotch game. They fed the parking meter



throughout the day, which got them the thumbs-up from passing bylaw enforcement officers.

“People mostly liked it,” says Gelbard, but as Friday afternoon turned to dinnertime Friday, some

passing motorists appeared upset that the spot wasn’t available for their cars.

Last September, with nothing planned for Park(ing) Day, Gelbard put signs up at numerous downtown

parking spaces that read “This parking space could be ...” Attached to each sign was a Sharpie marker,

and the responses she got included “ ... for cars”, “ ... a park”, “ ... a pop-up library”, “ ... a bicycle-repair

business” and “ ... thanks for the Sharpie.”

Then last fall, the group was asked to give a presentation about their insurgent projects as part of a

PechaKucha talk, similar to Ted talks but where participants tell their stories using 20 slides, each

lasting 20 seconds, for a total of six minutes and 40 seconds. In the audience that evening was

Catherine O’Grady, who imagined what they might come up with for her Children’s Festival.

“What attracted me to them was just the sheer playfulness of the things they were doing,” she recalls.

“They’re really serious artists in really serious fields — practising architects — but there was this

tremendous sense of playfulness, and I thought to myself, ‘My God in Heaven, we can just lighten

everything up just a little bit. Isn’t that fantastic?’

“I thought their projects were just so inventive, like an artist’s version of a flash mob.”

Gelbard, meanwhile, is excited to see how people react to their newest playground, as well as

whatever might come next. She won’t rule out similar projects in the future, even though she’s aware

that it goes against the underground, DIY ethos.

“We still want it to be about public interaction in public space.”

Right now, the group is considering a proposal for Jardins de Métis, an annual international landscape

architecture festival held in Grand-Métis, Que. Hopefully, too, they’ll be invited back to the Children’s

Festival.

“This wasn’t set out with some sort of plan about where we wanted to be,” says Gelbard. “It was ‘Let’s

see where this takes us.’ And so far we’ve been happy just riding it where it goes.”

For more information, visit yowlab.wordpress.com and impromptuplayground.wordpress.com, as well

as ottawachildrensfestival.ca.
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